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would like to welcome you to our first issue

of “Stretch.” It has been a long time in

coming – but we hope it will be here to stay,

and over time, something all of you would look

forward to receiving.

In conceptualizing this newsletter, we thought we
would put together a quarterly publication to
complement our other efforts in reaching out to
industry members. Although we have our websites,
with Member Area, our media sweep and “Breaking
News,” we realise that some of you may be more
comfortable with something to hold in your hand,
which you can browse through at leisure. Hence
“Stretch”……………

We hope with this newsletter to keep members
updated on current issues, policy changes and
developments relevant to their business. It also serves
as a forum to disseminate information on regulatory
matters which may be pertinent, and as a channel on
how MREPC could better perform its role. 

Highlighted also are events which MREPC has, and
will be organizing. I would urge all members to
consider participating in these events as previous
participants have found them beneficial.  Malaysian
manufacturers must venture out to compete. Other
countries with less experience and track record than
Malaysia are aggressively seeking out markets
worldwide – some making inroads into Malaysia’s
market share. The MREPC will also continually

seek incentives from the relevant authorities for the
benefit of members and such information would be
posted on its website and through this quarterly
newsletter, “Stretch.” Keep a lookout for a new
package of incentives to be launched by the Minister
on 12 July 2007.

Striving to enhance and expand its scope of service
to the industry, the MREPC, in mid 2006 relocated
to its current office at Plaza Sentral. While we are
making greater efforts to reach out to all of you, we
hope that with this more strategic and convenient
location – we would be able to see more of you,
whether it’s for a seminar, workshop or even a chat
over a cup of coffee. ❙❙

F R O M  T H E  C E O ’ S  D E S K

CEO of MREPC Dato’ Teo Suat Cheng
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M R E P C ’ S  N E W  O F F I C E

Since its establishment, MREPC was located at
the Malaysian Rubber Board’s building in

Jalan Ampang. MREPC has now moved to its
own premises in Plaza Sentral, in the vicinity of
KL Sentral. The new office, besides providing
adequate space for increased staff, has meeting
facilities as well as a multi-purpose hall. MREPC
will utilize such facilities for the benefit of the
industry, which would include organization of
business matching meetings, seminars and
workshops. ❙❙

Reception

Plaza Sentral

To be officially opened by the Minister of Plantation Industries and Commodities
on 12 July 2007
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M A R K E T  M I S S I O N S

Glove Mission (including other Rubber Medical Devices) to China
(Shanghai and Beijing)

VISITS

Shanghai

The delegation visited Hua Shan hospital in Shanghai
and was met by Mr Lin Jianhua, the Director of
External Relations and Cooperation, Hua Shan
Hospital and Ms Cao Yanpei, Associate Director of the
Nursing Department.

MEETINGS

MREPC organized a glove mission to China from 5 to 14 April 2007, covering the cities of Shanghai and

Beijing. The intention was to disseminate information on rubber gloves, explore market opportunities and

establish linkages with relevant regulatory authorities in China. The delegation was led by the CEO of

MREPC, Dato’ Teo Suat Cheng, and members included glove manufacturers, a condom manufacturer, a

chemical manufacturer and representatives from Malaysian Rubber Board (MRB) and MREPC.

A group photograph taken at Hua Shan hospital with some of its
officials and the Mission's delegates.

The delegates led by the CEO of MREPC met with China SFDA
officials led by Mr Cao Guofang, the Director of Standards,
Department of Medical Devices, SFDA. A very fruitful discussion was
held. Both sides agreed to intensify cooperation towards the
betterment of the rubber medical devices industry.

A discussion was held with the Deputy Director-General of CCPIE,
Mr Xue Bin, and his officials. CCPIE could be the vehicle for future
collaboration in organizing seminars in China.
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Dr. H. Allmers Madam Yu Xi Ping Mr Wang Yun Long

SEMINARS

Two seminars on rubber gloves were held, in Shanghai and Beijing. MREPC invited an eminent speaker from
Germany, Dr Henning Allmers, to speak at these seminars. Dato’ Dr Ong Eng Long, Deputy CEO of MREPC,
and Dr Amir Hashim Mohd Yatim of the Malaysian Rubber Board both made presentations at these seminars as
well. In Shanghai, two speakers from China, viz. Madam Yu Xi Ping from Shanghai FDA (SHFDA) and Mr Wang
Yun Long from Shanghai Medical Instruments Trade Association (SMI), also presented papers. ❙❙

T R A D E  FA I R S / E X H I B I T I O N S

INDIA RUBBER EXPO (IRE) 2007

The IRE 2007 took place at the Chennai International
Trade Centre, 17-20 January 2007. The Expo showcased
rubber machineries, moulds, chemicals, raw materials,
semi-finished and finished rubber products.  There were
about 300 local and foreign exhibitors and the Expo was
attended by more than 12,000 trade visitors. Foreign
exhibitors included companies from China, Sri Lanka,
Germany, Italy, Russia, Thailand, Singapore, Czech
Republic and Taiwan. MREPC and Malaysian Consortium
of Rubber Products (MALCORP) Sdn. Bhd. represented
the Malaysian rubber industry at the Exhibition. 

Strong interests were shown by Indian companies to
establish business linkages with Malaysian manufactures,
particularly in the latex goods sector, in terms of sourcing
for rubber examination gloves for their local market and for
export to the Middle East. Indian companies were also keen
to go into joint-ventures or technical collaboration with
Malaysian manufacturers to produce premium bedding
using NR latex.

Malaysian Rubber Product Manufacturers Head for Global Exhibitions
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AUTOMECHANIKA FRANKFURT

MREPC led a group of seven companies and
participated at the Automechanika Frankfurt,
September 12-17, 2006. They were Fudex Rubber
Products Sdn. Bhd., Ono Gomu (Malaysia) Sdn. Bhd.,
Kossan Rubber Industries Bhd., Pong Codan Rubber
Sdn. Bhd., Sarpi Enterprise Sdn. Bhd., the Tun Abdul
Razak Research Centre (TARRC), and MALCORP
Sdn. Bhd. 

In conjunction with the exhibition, MREPC and
TARRC also jointly organized a seminar on ‘Business
Opportunities in Malaysia – Your Investment and
Trading Partner for the Rubber-Based Automotive
Industry’. Seminar papers were presented by
representatives from MREPC, MATRADE Cologne,
MIDA Cologne, TARRC and a Malaysian rubber
automotive part manufacturer. The seminar was
attended by representatives from Tier 1 companies,
automotive parts distributors and rubber product
manufacturers.

AFTERMARKET AUTOMOTIVE PRODUCT EXPO (AAPEX)

AAPEX is the automotive aftermarket industry’s
largest business-to-business trade show. For automotive
part suppliers, AAPEX is the gateway to the Americas
market in view of the large attendance of potential
buyers from the US, Canada, Mexico and Latin
America including the Caribbean. After making five
consecutive successful appearances at AAPEX,
MREPC once again coordinated the participation of
four companies at this year’s show held from October
21 to November 2, 2006 in Las Vegas. The companies
were MALCORP Sdn. Bhd., Fudex Rubber Products
Sdn. Bhd., Kossan Rubber Industries Bhd. and Tong
Yong Rubber Sdn. Bhd. 

Products on display included a wide variety of rubber
automotive replacement parts. Among these, rubber
and radiator hoses show good export potential. 

TYRES AND RUBBERTECH CHINA

The Tyres and RubberTech exhibition is China's
largest rubber trade exhibition, embracing a
comprehensive range of raw materials, semi-finished
rubber products and rubber machinery. Recognizing
the importance of such an event, MREPC, together
with four rubber product manufacturers comprising
Holy Rubber Industries Sdn. Bhd., HRG Rubber
Works Sdn. Bhd., RICS Sdn. Bhd. and Eversafe
Rubber Works Sdn. Bhd., participated at the
exhibition held in Shanghai, November 20-22, 2006.
The Deputy CEO of MREPC, Dato’ Dr. Ong Eng

Between September and December 2006, MREPC coordinated the participation of 16 companies in three
international trade fairs, namely, Automechanika Frankfurt, Automotive Aftermarket Product Expo (Las Vegas) and
Tyres and RubberTech China (Shanghai). MREPC also set up promotional booths at the Zagreb International
Autumn Fair, the AfPP 42nd Annual Congress and Exhibition (Harrogate) and MEDICA (Düsseldorf).
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Long, also presented a paper entitled ‘China-Malaysia
Business Opportunities in the Rubber Product
Manufacturing Industry’ at a technical seminar held in
conjunction with the exhibition. 

The three-day exhibition attracted a large number of
local as well as foreign buyers from Russia, Ukraine,
Middle East, India and Europe. Malaysian
manufacturers held discussions with representatives
from multinational procurement offices based in China
who visited the exhibition to source for potential
suppliers of rubber products. 

THE 82nd ZAGREB INTERNATIONAL AUTUMN FAIR

MREPC participated for the first time at the Zagreb
International Autumn Fair (ZIAF), September 19-24,
2006 as part of the effort to expand its global reach to
new emerging markets such as Croatia and its
neighbours, namely Slovenia, Bosnia Herzegovina,
Macedonia, Serbia and Montenegro (estimated total
imports of rubber products by these countries
amounted to US$1.23 billion in 2005).

The MREPC stand at ZIAF was very well visited.
Besides local businessmen, buyers from Bosnia
Herzegovina, Serbia, Macedonia, Lithuania and
Czech Republic also visited the MREPC booth.
Rubber products which drew strong interest were
industrial hoses, condoms, rubber seals, medical gloves,
and rubber automotive components. 

The Croatian market for rubber products is highly
dominated by European products, in particular, by
those made in Germany, Austria and Italy. Despite the
distance, there are certain rubber products from
Malaysia that are competitive vis-à-vis those produced
in Western Europe, e.g. gloves and industrial hoses.
According to the Croatian Chamber of Economy, the
potential areas for business collaboration are in
manufacturing partnerships and setting up of
distribution centres in Croatia to cater for the central
and south central European markets.

THE AFPP 42nd ANNUAL CONGRESS AND EXHIBITION

MREPC participated at the AfPP (Association for
Perioperative Practice) 42nd Annual Congress and
Exhibition held in Harrogate, October 10-12, 2006.
The exhibition is regarded as one of the largest
healthcare exhibitions in the UK and promotes a wide
range of medical and surgical products. Much interest
was generated by the MREPC promotional booth on
the use of low protein latex examination gloves,
especially the Standard Malaysian Gloves (SMG). 

MEDICA

Once again, MREPC participated at the world’s
largest medical trade fair, MEDICA, held in
Düsseldorf, November 15-18, 2006. On this occasion,
the exhibition had a total of 4,518 exhibitors
displaying various types of medical products and
services. The Malaysian rubber medical devices
industry was represented by 13 companies producing
rubber gloves, condoms and catheters. MREPC’s
participation at MEDICA met its objective of
disseminating information on the good attributes of
latex gloves, besides promoting ‘Made in Malaysia’
medical devices, especially SMG. During the four-day
exhibition, MREPC also registered a high number of
trade enquiries on rubber medical devices, particularly
medical gloves, and good interest by foreign companies
to establish partnership with Malaysia in rubber glove
manufacturing. ❙❙
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S P E C I A L  R E P O R T

Market Potential for Rubber Medical Devices in China

Exports

17.78

13.91

60.58

0.54

227.21

320.02

Imports

6.79

4.53

6.72

0.10

157.81

175.95

Exports

22.0

19.52

77.68

0.72

281.76

401.68

Imports

9.67

6.41

5.43

0.06

163.30

184.87

Exports

30.61

25.06

91.18

0.50

333.85

481.20

Imports

11.38

6.90

7.06

0.13

168.81

194.28

HS Code

40141000

40149000

40151100

40159010

90183900

2004 2005 2006

TOTAL

China: Trade in rubber medical devices (US$ million)

Source: Global Trade Atlas

Sheath
contraceptives

(6%)

Needles,
catheters,

cannulae and
the like
(86%)

Hygenic/
pharmaceutical

articles
(4%)

Surgical gloves
(4%)

Rubber apparel
and clothing

accessories for
medical use

(<1%)

China: Imports of rubber medical devices, 2006

Source: Global Trade Atlas

With over 1.2 billion people and a steady economic growth for two decades, China is increasingly a target
market for foreign exporters of medical devices, including those made of rubber. China’s current medical

devices market is estimated to be worth around US$7 billion, with an annual growth of 15% over the last few years.
The significant demand growth can be attributed to China’s increasing expenditures on healthcare and utilization
of more quality and advanced medical devices in hospitals and clinics.

China’s exports of rubber medical devices grew by 50% from US$320 million in 2004 to US$481 million in 2006,
while imports grew by 10% from US$176 million in 2004 to US$194 million in 2006.

Description

Sheath contraceptives

Hygienic/ pharmaceutical
articles

Surgical gloves

Rubber apparel and
clothing accessories for
medical use

Needles, catheters,
cannulae and the like
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Import growth
‘04/’06

*(CAGR)

30%

25%

5%

38%

3%

Total

11.38

6.90

7.06

0.13

168.81

Malaysia

6.42

0.47

5.90

Nil

4.26

Leading
suppliers

Malaysia (56%)
Japan (30%)

Thailand (10%)

Japan (30%)
Germany (26%)
Singapore (18%)

Malaysia (84%)
Thailand (6%)

US (4%)

Germany (47%)
US (20%)

Japan (5%)

US (44%)
Japan (13%)
Ireland (7%)

Malaysia’s
ranking

1

4

1

-
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Product

Shealth
contraceptives

Hygienic/
pharmaceutical

articles

Surgical
gloves

Rubber apparel
and clothing

accessories for
medical use

Needles,
catheters,

cannulae and
the like

Import in 2006
(US$ mil.)

China: Import of rubber medical devices

Source: Global Trade Atlas, *CAGR – cumulative average growth rate

In 2006, imports of needles, catheters and cannulae accounted for 86% of China’s total imports of rubber medical
devices, followed by sheath contraceptives (6%), surgical gloves (4%), and hygienic rubber articles (4%). 

China has the potential to become an important market for Malaysian-made rubber medical devices.
Manufacturers may wish to consider using Shanghai as the gateway for their products to enter the Chinese market.
Furthermore, Shanghai has the largest market for medical devices in China and accounted for about 50% of the
total Chinese medical devices market.  According to the Medical Devices Information Centre of the China’s State
Drug Administration (SDA), it is estimated that there are over 2,000 agents and distributors engaged in medical
devices in Shanghai, 100 of which are major distributors.

While China presents good export opportunities, Malaysian manufacturers should be aware of certain challenges.
Medical devices, including those made from rubber, are subject to numerous standards and technical regulations.
Conformity to these standards and regulations is a prerequisite for entry into the Chinese market. Rubber-based
medical devices must also be registered with China’s SDA prior to marketing and sale in the Chinese market. ❙❙



Minister of Plantation Industries and Commodities, Datuk Peter Chin Fah Kui

Datuk Peter Chin Fah Kui was appointed the Minister of Plantation Industries and Commodities,
Malaysia, on 27 March 2004. Datuk Peter Chin was called to the Bar at Gray’s Inn, London, in 1971.  He
started his career in the legal profession in 1972 and in 1984 assumed his tenure as Chairman of Miri’s
Municipal Council, which lasted till 1987.

The Sarawak-born Minister commenced his political career in 1986 and among the positions he has held
included the Member of Parliament for Miri in Sarawak (1986 to present), Parliamentary Secretary of
Ministry of Social Welfare (1986 to 1990), Deputy Minister of Science, Technology and the Environment
(1990 to 1995), and Deputy Minister of Housing and Local Government (1995 to 2004).

Married with two daughters and a son, Datuk Peter Chin’s hobbies include reading and golf.

I N T E R V I E W  W I T H  T H E  M I N I S T E R  O F  P L A N TAT I O N
I N D U S T R I E S  A N D  C O M M O D I T I E S , M A L AY S I A
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The following are some excerpts of the interview with
the Minister: 

Q. Is the economic progress in tune to achieve
the country’s declared target of a developed
status by the year 2020, and does the rubber
industry play a significant role in this? 

A. Malaysia has been enjoying good growth rates
despite the economic crisis of 1997 and the global
economic slowdown in 2001 and 2002. The GDP
growth of 5.9 per cent for 2006 exceeded the 5.8 per
cent target, and the scenario looks bright in the coming
years. In addition, for the first time in 2006, the total
trade reached the magical figure of RM1 trillion, with
an average 10.8 per cent increase between 1997 and
2006. Foreign direct investments amounted to RM20.2
billion in 2006, while local investments added RM25.8
billion, making a total of RM46 billion. We are
confident that with such encouraging figures, the target
of achieving the developed status by 2020 remains
intact. However, it will require the combined efforts of
both the private and government sectors to make it a
reality, and there are tough challenges ahead.

Although commodity prices such as crude palm oil and
rubber may have been high lately, the export profile
has changed tremendously. In 1987, the contribution
to exports from the manufacturing sector accounted
for only 14 per cent. However, in 1996, this rose to 78.5
per cent, and in the foreseeable future, this pattern in
export should be maintained. The rubber industry has
traditionally been one of the economic pillars of the
country and will continue to play a significant role.
Like I said, while the price of the raw material reached
an unprecedented high last year, the export of
manufactured rubber products is increasingly playing
an important role. This will add value to the
commodity. Last year, the total export earning from
rubber, rubberwood and rubber products amounted to
RM24.87 billion, an increase of 17 per cent compared
with the previous year. The industry contributed 4.2
per cent to the country’s export earning. Like most
sectors, its contribution to the national economy will
continue to be on the rise. In fact, in the Ninth
Malaysian Plan, resource-based industries such as
chemicals and chemical products, rubber processing
and rubber products will continue to remain important
in enhancing the value addition of the manufacturing
sector.

Q. What is the rubber product manufacturing
sector’s share in the rubber industry
contribution to the economy and is this likely to
grow significantly in the near future?

A. Last year, the total revenue from the export of
rubber products amounted to RM9.35 billion, which is
37.5 per cent of the total rubber industry export
contribution. The increasing export of rubber
products (14.3 per cent increase from the previous
year) not only adds value to the sector, but is seen as a
candidate for expansion of the overall export of
manufactured goods. With earnest efforts to produce
better quality products at competitive prices and the
concerted effort to enhance exports in established
markets, while at the same time entering new and
emerging markets, the sector will continue to feature
prominently within the industry in future.

Q. What significant role does the rubber
product manufacturing industry expect to play
in the third Industrial Master Plan (IMP 3)?

A. The rubber product manufacturing industry grew
significantly during the Second Industry Master Plan
(IMP2), 1996-2005.  Presently, Malaysia is the world’s
leading producer and exporter of catheters, latex
thread and natural rubber gloves.  We can safely say
that the sustained growth of the industry is due partly
to efforts in enhancing quality, upgrading processes
and R&D activities.  Successful market promotion
programmes have also contributed to the export
demand. In the non-dipped goods sector, many of the
manufacturers are SMEs producing a wider range of
products for the automotive, electrical and electronic,
machinery and equipment, and construction
industries.  These products mainly serve the domestic
markets although some of them are as OEM supplies.
The need to expand the export market has encouraged
the manufacturers to establish business alliances and
strategic partnerships.

The objective of IMP 3 is to achieve long-term global
competitiveness through transformation and
innovation of the manufacturing and services sectors.  

During the IMP3 period, 2006-2020, we want to
ensure that Malaysia’s position as the leading producer
of latex products will be enhanced by expanding
export markets and outward investments.  We would
also like to see the industry grow by adopting a policy
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also like to see the industry grow by adopting a policy
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of diversification into production of more industrial
and general rubber products, upgrading of technology
used and enhancing human capitals.

The IMP3 has targeted the total new investment in the
industry to be RM12.9 billion with an average annual
growth rate of 3.5 per cent. During the IMP2 period,
investment in the rubber product industry totalled RM
4.2 billion with domestic investment having about 56
per cent and foreign investment 44 per cent.

The government would therefore strive to encourage
further domestic investment in the production of niche
rubber products as part of the product diversification
strategy and encourage foreign investment possibly
through joint-venture with local partners.  Having
joint-venture partnerships can also help raise the
technological level, especially in the manufacturing of
industrial rubber goods through technology transfer.

The IMP3 also targets the export earnings to RM23.6
billion by 2020, predicting an average annual growth
rate of 7.6 per cent during the period.  Compared to
the annual average growth rate of 7.4 per cent during
the IMP2, this increment seems possible.  However, the
private sector would need to work closely with the
promotional agencies to ensure that their quality
products will continue to be competitive not only in the
traditional market but also in the new emerging
market-place.

We are looking into new markets such as Latin
America, Africa, Eastern Europe and West & Central
Asia.  With the outward investment in construction and
power supply industry, rubber product manufacturers

must seize the opportunity to offer their products for
end-use application.

Q What are the main external challenges to
the rubber product manufacturing industry? 

A. We see increasing competition as a result of rapid
globalization. Malaysia’s competitiveness is being
challenged by emerging economies such as those of
China and India. Maintaining the quality of our
products, enhancing productivity, and wider
application of ICT in our business are essential for us
to compete effectively in the global market.
Manufacturers must continue to upgrade their
manufacturing process to enhance productivity,
broaden their R&D activities to innovate, have regular
contact with the end users in order to understand the
market trend and intensify market promotion.  If we
can value-add our manufactured rubber products with
new innovation and technology such that the labour
cost is only a minor component of the total product
cost, then we should not have to worry about
competition from lower-cost producing countries.

Branding and getting our rubber products recognized
as quality products are also important. Although
Malaysia is currently the world’s leading exporter of
latex products, we still need to improve promotion and
branding strategies to retain this position. The
Standard Malaysia Glove (SMG) should be promoted
vigorously as the quality brand of medical gloves from
Malaysia, just like the SMR which is the world’s
recognized brand for technically specified natural
rubber.
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We must also realize that many of our industries,
especially those of the SMEs, are not ready for the
export market.  The quality of their products and the
low capacity of their output are some of the factors
prohibiting them to compete.   The lack of R&D
culture has also prevented our manufacturers to shift
towards higher value-added activities.  My ministry,
through its agencies such as the Malaysian Rubber
Board (MRB) and the Malaysian Rubber Export
Promotion Council (MREPC), has attempted to
provide some solutions.    We have successfully formed
a consortium of rubber automotive components
manufacturers to enhance the capacity of production.
The quality control and quality assurance testing of
rubber products provided by the independent testing
facilities of the world-renowned Rubber Research
Institute of Malaysia (RRIM) are being utilized to
provide assurance on the quality of their products.
Some manufacturers are seeking the help of the RRIM
and the Tuan Abdul Razak Research Centre (TARRC)
to provide R & D leads.  I would also encourage the
industry to consider sending their technical personnel
to RRIM and TARRC for short-term attachment in
order to create a critical mass of local experts in rubber
science and technology.  I would also like to see the day
when we have established a culture of innovation and
creativity in our industry.

Q. The price of rubber and oil rose to
unprecedented highs in the past year. How does
this affect the rubber product manufacturers
and what measures has the government taken
to assist the former under the circumstances?

A. Raw materials and fuel are key ingredients of
most manufacturing enterprises. Malaysia is lucky in
the sense we are a net exporter of petroleum, and such
earnings are ploughed back in terms of subsidies for
the benefit of the manufacturers and the people. We
are also lucky that latex and raw rubber are readily
available in the country as well as from neighbouring
ones. My ministry, through its agencies, constantly take
measures to ensure that strategic materials such as
rubber and latex are readily available to rubber
product manufacturers at competitive prices. While the
increases in price of oil and rubber have affected the
rubber product manufacturing industry, our
entrepreneurs are coping well. They have been able to
convince their respective customers to share in such
cost increases. Likewise, when such prices fall, they are
able to provide their customers with suitable discounts.

Q. The Malaysian Rubber Export Promotion
Council (MREPC) was set up by the
government in the year 2000. Has this been a
prudent move?

A. Malaysia has a tradition of excellence in research
and development in rubber for more than 80 years,
particularly through the efforts of the RRIM, TARRC
and contributions from the plantation sector. Due to
the fact that a majority of the country’s rubber product
manufacturers are SMEs, the Ministry felt that a
central agency to promote and expand the market for
the country’s rubber products was required. At the
same time there was negative publicity being generated
about protein allergy arising from use of medical
gloves. The MREPC was hence established in the year
2000 to spearhead this role of promoting and
expanding the market for rubber products in the
international marketplace, and at the same time to
provide accurate and balanced information regarding
all Malaysian-made rubber products.

Since its inception, MREPC has strived to fulfil its
intended role, and has achieved considerable success. It
complements the role of the other governmental
agencies in carrying out its duties. It is constantly
seeking out new and emerging market opportunities
for the country’s rubber product manufacturers, in
addition to seeking a greater share in the traditional
markets. 

Q. What important roles have quality and
R&D played in terms of the overall
development of the rubber product
manufacturing industry? 

A. R&D is an important factor in determining the
innovativeness and quality of our products. Indeed,
under the present situation, where our cost of labour
may be higher than that of our neighbours, our
competitiveness hinges on the quality and distinctive
features of the products we manufacture. That our
rubber products are competitive in the international
marketplace is, in large measure, due to the
investments that we have put into R&D on rubber and
rubber products. This R&D is spearheaded by the
MRB, with laboratories locally and overseas. In many
ways, Malaysia is unique in having an R&D laboratory
in the United Kingdom. TARRC is not only the
leading R&D centre in rubber and rubber products in
Europe, but also provides Malaysia with a listening
post on what are important to the international
consumers of our rubber products.

R&D not only gives us the essential knowledge to
produce quality and innovative products, it also
provides us with the ability to solve problems which
develop in the marketplace. A case in point is that
related to glove latex allergy. The application of our
R&D findings to produced gloves with very low
extractable protein content has essentially put to rest
the protein allergy problem. ❙❙
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Trade Fairs with Manufacturers’
Participation
Hong Kong Houseware Fair (April 21-24, 2007)
As a global sourcing event, the Hong Kong Houseware
Fair attracted tens of thousands of buyers from around
the world, including some of the industry's biggest
names. The Fair is a multi-product exhibition
displaying a wide range of products and services.

INTERZUM, Cologne (May 9–12, 2007)
INTERZUM is the largest international home
furnishing manufacturing trade show in the world and
the event drew more than 50,000 attendees from 137
countries around the world. 

22nd AUTOPROMOTEC, Bologna
(May 23 – 27, 2007)
AUTOPROMOTEC 2007 is an international trade
exhibition specializing in equipment, products and
servicing for the transportation industry. The Show has
always been regarded as one of the leading trade
exhibitions for tyre repairs and the retreading industry.

AAAA, Melbourne (June 21-23, 2007)
THE AAAA TRADE SHOW is an automotive
aftermarket trade show. This Show, the largest of its
kind in Australia, is the pre-eminent trade show for the
automotive repair, service and retail industries. More
than 350 key industry manufacturers and suppliers
display the latest automotive aftermarket parts,
accessories, tools and equipment at this show.

Malaysia International Conference and
Commodity Showcase 2007 (MICCOS 2007),
Kuala Lumpur (July 3-8, 2007) 
The Ministry of Plantation Industries and
Commodities will be organizing MICCOS 2007 with
the main objectives of raising the profile of the
plantation and commodities sector and highlighting its
significant contribution to the national economy.

K 2007, Dusseldorf (October 24 - 31, 2007)
The K Fair is regarded as the biggest and most
important trade fair for the plastics and rubber
industries. K2007 is expected to attract over 230,000
trade visitors and 2,800 exhibitors from around the
world.
Raw material and semi-finished rubber products such
as specialty rubbers, rubber compounds and rubber
technical components and parts will be promoted at
K2007 by MREPC.

MREPC Promotional Booths
India Rubber Expo 2007, Chennai
(January 17-20, 2007)
The Indian Rubber Expo 2007 is regarded as one of
the leading trade exhibitions for the rubber industry in
Asia. Apart from Indian manufacturers, the exhibition
attracted participation from China, Sri Lanka,
Germany, Italy, Russia, Thailand, Singapore, Czech
Republic and Taiwan.

MEDICA 2007, Düsseldorf
(November 14-17, 2007)
MEDICA is the largest annual medical trade fair in the
world. Its target audience includes representatives from
hospitals, laboratories and health clinics, pharmacists,
decision makers, and specialists from trade sectors
involved in Medicare products.

ARAB HEALTH 2008, Dubai
(January 28-31, 2008)
ARAB HEALTH is the Middle East's leading hospital,
medical equipment and services exhibition. The
exhibition features healthcare products and services,
medical equipment and pharmaceuticals.
This exhibition will be an excellent opportunity to
meet the distributors/buyers/dealers and senior
hospital management who will be visiting the
exhibition.

Market Missions
Glove Mission (Beijing and Shanghai,
April 5-14, 2007)
The Mission visited the cities of Beijing and Shanghai.
Meetings with regulatory authorities and seminars on
the proper selection of gloves were held. 

Malaysian Rubber Product Marketing Mission
to Hungary and Czech Republic + K Fair
(October 24-31, 2007)
This marketing mission would provide an opportunity
for Malaysian rubber product manufacturers to assess
the market potential in the Czech Republic and
Hungary and to explore the possibility of using the
Czech Republic as the gateway to CIS markets.

A s part of its ongoing efforts to assist
manufacturers expand their export market, as

well as source for new ones, MREPC has scheduled
participation in six international trade fairs in 2007.
In addition, MREPC would be taking up three
promotional booths to explore and assess new and
emerging markets. To better assist the industry,
MREPC will also come out with a new package of
incentives to be launched by the Minister of
Plantation Industries and Commodities on 12 July
2007.
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R U B B E R  P R O D U C T  T R A D E  S TAT I S T I C S

Country

USA

EU-27

ASEAN

Japan

Hong Kong, SAR

Australia

Brazil

China, P.R.

South Korea

Taiwan

Sub-Total

World Total

Jan-March 2007

616,136

787,205

210,738

141,815

101,663

66,937

59,417

61,081

33,348

28,699

2,107,039

2,484,752

Jan-March 2006

573,786

568,534

215,757

138,546

66,736

67,827

57,064

44,804

27,255

25,558

1,785,870

2,073,823

% Change
(‘07/’06)

7.4

38.5

-2.3

2.4

52.3

-1.3

4.1

36.3

22.4

12.3

18.0

19.8

% Share (2007)

24.8

31.7

8.5

5.7

4.1

2.7

2.4

2.5

1.3

1.2

84.8

100

Major Destinations of Malaysia’s Rubber Product Exports (RM’000)

Source: Department of Statistics, Malaysia

Jan

Feb

Mar

Jan-Mar

Change (Jan-Mar) 07/06

2006

663,434

611,980

798,408

2,073,823

2007

828,886

722,152

933,714

2,484,752

19.8%

2006

170,934

169,210

202.757

542,902

2007

201,106

152,080

212,695

565,881

4.7%

Exports Imports

Malaysia’s Export/Imports of Rubber Products (RM’000)

Source: Department of Statistics, Malaysia
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USA

EU-27

ASEAN

Japan

Hong Kong, SAR

Australia

Brazil

China, P.R.

South Korea

Taiwan

Sub-Total

World Total

Jan-Dec 2005

2,314,210

2,087,098

835,053

590,291

210,172

290,670

240,187

187,057

105,372

127,462

6,988,551

8,160,472

Jan-Dec 2006

2,606,838

2,571,016

892,851

581,647

330,000

316,526

221,883

223,782

118,269

100,825

7,967,639

9,353,206

% Change

12.6

23.2

6.9

-0.8

57.0

8.9

-7.6

19.6

12.2

-20.9

14.0

14.6

% Share (2006)

27.9

27.5

9.5

6.3

3.5

3.4

2.4

2.4

1.3

1.1

85.3

100

Major Destinations of Malaysia’s Rubber Product Exports (RM’000)

Source: Department of Statistics, Malaysia

January

February

March

April

May

June

July

August

September

October

November

December

Jan - Dec

Change 06/05

2005

628,240

613,804

721,422

672,433

658,006

661,779

668,723

717,597

706,951

735,208

600,704

775,599

8,160,472

-

2006

663,434

611,980

798,408

750,784

769,406

806,665

817,837

856,768

857,145

708,401

823,269

881,105

9,353,206

14.6

2005

168,110

171,762

173,756

150,581

156,279

163,726

185,597

180,913

191,580

197,208

164,567

181,088

2,085,172

-

2006

170,934

169,210

202,757

179,282

213,280

200,663

223,601

218,496

218,195

187,196

214,447

195,826

2,393,891

14.8

Malaysia’s Exports/Imports of Rubber Products (RM’000)

Source: Department of Statistics, Malaysia

Exports Imports
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I N D U S T R Y  N E W S

Recycled rubber tyres could
clean water
Finding adequate uses for castoff tyres is an ongoing
environmental challenge.

Yuefeng Xie, an environmental engineer at Penn State
University in the US, says that his ‘crumb rubber”,
recycled from tyres, could be ideal water filters as they
suffer none of the problems of traditional wastewater
filtration systems, including the propensity to clog up
quickly. Cleaning such traditional filter columns
usually involve the process of backwashing, which may
affect the column’s careful stacking of particles and
hence its efficacy. Xie and his team believe that their
rubber crumb column maintains such a stacking order
at all times and hence can filter wastewater up to four
times faster. Another environmental engineer, Sean
Moran, who runs Expertise Limited in the UK, while
maintaining that this is interesting and plausible,
pointed out that there are already filtering columns
which maintain their size gradient even after
backwashing.  Moran thinks that sludge is also more
likely to stick to rubber than to smooth hard grains of
sand and coal, used in more traditional filter systems.
In addition, there is the concern that rubber from old
tyres might leach out toxic chemicals including heavy
metals. Xie’s team is reportedly addressing such
feedback and running tests to ensure the rubber does
not leach heavy metals.

(Source: New Scientist.com news service)

Custom-made condoms

A Moscow urologist, Dr Petr Pomzov, has started a
booming sideline in custom-made condoms, after a
number of patients complained they had problems
finding ones that fitted. And the money started pouring
in when Dr Pomozov, who sells his condoms privately
to individuals, came up with the idea of offering special
motifs and pictures on the condoms.

He said: “Lots of people come to me asking for my
designer condoms. They want something that is not
only the perfect size for them but also a bit individual.”

(Source: Ananova)

German company to launch
spray-on condoms

Jan Vinzenz Krause, from the Institute for Condom
Consultancy, said German researchers have developed
a spray-on condom which would fit every size perfectly.
The developer added, "It works by spraying on latex
from nozzles on all sides. We call it the '360 degree
procedure' - once round and from top to bottom. It's a
bit like a car wash."

The researchers say they want to make the spray-on
condom ready for use in just about five seconds and it
will function more effectively because of its perfect fit
and it would not slip off. 

Krause said he hopes to have the hi-tech condom,
which will be available in different strengths and
colours, on the market by 2008.

(Source: All Headline News)

Fast condoms go on sale in
South Africa

Condoms which can be put on in just one second are
going on sale in South Africa this week. "Using an
ordinary condom is a real pain," says Pronto condom
designer Willem van Rensburg. "By the time the
condom is on, the mood is halfway out the window."

Pronto condoms do not need to be unwrapped. Van
Rensburg told the BBC he hopes it will encourage
people to use condoms in a country where 5.5 million
people have HIV—one of the world's highest figures.
“If you're slow, it'll take you three seconds. You can
really do it in one,” Van Rensburg's former business
partner Roelf Mulder told the AFP news agency.

Van Rensburg said he looked at the research into South
Africa's AIDS problem and found that low condom use
was a real factor and this was largely because people
found them difficult to use.

(Source: GBC News)
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Chennai

and jewellery to adorn yourselves and family members at home, handicraft or household utensils made of brass,
then the place to go to is T Naga.  Be warned that the place is really crowded and parking is next to impossible. It
would be advisable to go there by taxi or tourist cab.  Branded products such as Levi, Samsonite and Nike, mostly
imported from China but very pricey, can be found at Spencer Plaza.  It is situated in the commercial centre along
Anna Salai.  My advice is: do your shopping in Kuala Lumpur.  All goods sold in India come with a value-added
tax of 12.5%.

Please take note of the following if you are going to Chennai for the first time. You are only allowed to carry one
piece of hand luggage if you are travelling out of Chennai International Airport, even though you may be flying
with MAS.  If you are carrying your notebook with you, it should be placed inside your hand luggage.  Otherwise,
you need to check in either your hand luggage of notebook.  Anything that you carry, be it pouch or camera, must
also be consolidated into a single piece of hand carry luggage.  No liquid, spray or gel is allowed in your hand
luggage.  This also applies to pills, unless you have a doctor’s prescription. Your hand carry luggage has to be tagged,
otherwise you cannot get through the final security check.  You will have to walk all the way back to the check-in
counter to get your tag.  If you are lucky, you may get one at the MAS lounge, a short distance from the last security
check. The tag is where your final security clearance is stamped. 

Chennai, formerly known as

Madras, is the capital of Tamil

Nadu. It is one of the four metropolitan

cities in India with a population of about

7.5 million. This 350 year-old city grew up

under the huge influence of an English

settlement of St. George Fort and with time

absorbed the surrounding towns and

villages. 

Parthsarthy
Temple is
dedicated to
Lord Krishna

Kapaleeshwar
Temple, dedicated to

Lord Shiva, is the
oldest temple in

Chennai

The most common public transport in Chennai is by bus.  It is always filled to the brim and be prepared to hang
out by the doorway. Another cheap way to get around is through yellow-coloured auto-rickshaws, similar to the
Thai tuk-tuks. They are also as notorious.  You cannot hail a taxi by the road side as they may only be booked via
phone, the exception being at the railway station. If you are willing to pay a bit more, you could book a tourist cab
for any duration.  You may also arrange for it to pick you up after you have concluded your business or shopping.
The town centre is always full of traffic. So be patient! 

Almost every conceivable thing may be purchased in Chennai.  If you are looking for materials, all hues and quality,

TRAVELOGUE

Human jam along T Naga
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If you do miss Malaysian food, you could go to Pelita Nasi Kandar, a franchise of the same nasi kandar restaurant
found near Citibank, Jalan Ampang, Kuala Lumpur. It seems that their chefs are trained in Malaysia.  You will be
able to get your all-time favourite teh tarik and roti canai.  It is also one of the very few places that serve various
meat dices. Menu items in Chennai, whether in restaurant or hotels, comprise 95% vegetarian. ❙❙

(Article credit: Dr Chew Cheng Sim)

Traffic jam in Chennai:
a mix of cars, motorbikes and bicycles

A very crowded bus

A very relaxing atmosphere under the canopy at
Pelita Nasi Kandar, Chennai

Standard specifications provide the benchmark by which products could be assessed to ensure that they meet the
requirements of performance and safety. They are not always straightforward and not always free of

controversies. Although standards are developed to facilitate trade and commerce, it is always possible to abuse
standards and use them to create non-tariff barriers for the transport of goods across national boundaries. It cannot
be denied, however, that, in the main, the use of standards have contributed immensely to the improvement in the
quality of goods and services and the promotion of safety and health.

Markets are always competitive. Only the fittest will survive. Companies whose processes are less than efficient and
whose products do not conform to accepted standards and, hence, are not of required quality will be left by the
wayside. Indeed, to be successful in the marketplace, companies not only have to surmount challenges but exceed
expectations. In this regard, quality of products or services is a prominent determining factor.

It is not often that quality issues made the headlines. In August 2006, however, we were entertained with the Sony
lithium-ion battery debacle. Millions of notebook computer batteries were recalled because the Sony lithium-ion
batteries they used could, on recharging, spontaneously erupt in flames. This was the largest safety recall in the
history of the consumer electronics industry. Some 10 million batteries were involved. The recall cost Sony about
$500 million, reducing Sony’s profit by some 40%.

Quality issues which led to recall could also affect rubber products. In 2000, Bridgestone/Firestone’s massive recall
of 6.5 million tyres resulted in Bridgestone’s consolidated profit dipping 32% from that of 1999. More recently, on
20 November 2006, we had a medical device alert, issued by the UK’s Medicines and Healthcare Products
Regulatory Agency, involving powder-free examination gloves. Five lots of the affected gloves, produced since July
2005, were recalled, because they “may be subject to premature aging.” The problem arose when “manufacturer
testing of glove samples following accelerated aging showed that some products did not meet the European standard
requirements for tensile strength.” 

What does all this tell us? It tells us that quality must be built into all manufactured products, through sound
procedures and processes, and that there must be adequate checks to ensure that products meet all required quality
standards. The fact that multinationals, with presumably well-established quality systems, could experience adverse
quality incidents suggests that, when it comes to quality, there is no such thing as trying too hard or
doing too much. ❙❙

(Article credit: Dr. A. Kadir)

C O M M E N TA R Y

Recalling quality
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